Myriad Network Master v3.6 Software Update Information

You can get the latest software updates as well as Technical Support by visiting the P Squared Website at http://support.psquared.net/ or the P Squared Forum at http://forum.psquared.net/

Important: Please note that there is a maximum limit of 50 inbound connections for downstream Myriad Networks/Myriad Network Masters. Connections from Myriad Network Directors also count towards this total.

v3.6.11

Additional Debug logging has been added to indicate when data has been sent to connected Network Slaves

v3.6.9

Added extra debugging during Hardware Line processing.

v3.6.8

Fixed a problem where a Myriad Network connects to a Myriad Network Master between a LOG CUE and a LOG PLAY instruction would be deliberately ignored by the LOG PLAY instruction.

Fixed a problem with additional "PLAYENDING" commands being sent up to Myriad/Upstream Network Master.

v3.6.7

Fixed a problem with Cart Group Dump commands being echoed back up to up-stream Network Masters

v3.6.6

Fixed several minor issues relating to cascaded Network Masters

v3.6.5

You can now specify a Priority Network Split. Whenever this Split is connected all other Splits are ignored with regards to Cart Group and Log Play completion notifications - in other words, instead of Myriad Network Master waiting for ALL connected Splits to finish playing a Break or a Cart Group, it only waits for the specified Split to finish.

The following problems have been fixed:
·	If a Split "dumped" the playing Break, this command was forwarded to all other splits, but was not passed up to the Network Master 

v3.6.4

Added extra debugging info to cueing and Playing Breaks.

Changed the way CG DUMPALL commands are handled to work better when daisy chaining multiple Myriad Network Masters.

The following problems have been fixed:
·	Myriad Network Master was not correctly passing it's amalgamated break times up to a Parent Network Master when requested meaning that it would therefore be ignored for certain breaks by that Network Master. 
·	Myriad Network Master was not sending the Names of connected Slaves to an upstream Network Master as they connected.

v3.6.3r2

You can now specify the Port that Myriad Network will listen for Slave Connections on. You must do this via the Settings.INI file - if you launch Myriad Network/Master, go into Settings and click OK, then quit from Myriad Network/Master you will see a new entry "SlaveConnectionPort=6931" - edit this line to set the TCP port that Myriad Network/Master should listen on - for example SlaveConnectionPort=6991.

The following problems have been fixed:
·	Myriad Network Master required at least 3 Split Cart Groups to be defined before it would store and pass the information on to Myriad.
·	The Health Check would sometimes get stuck displaying the "?" for a split, even if it was reporting healthily.
·	You couldn't use Hardware Lines to tell Myriad Network Master to switch to listening for a connection from a Myriad Computer.

v3.6.3

No changes, built to match Myriad v3.6.3

v3.6.2

No Changes, built to match Myriad v3.6.2

v3.6.1

PC Standby Mode: Myriad Network Master prevents Windows from going into Standby Power mode.

Previous Version of Myriad Network (v3.5):

v3.5.17

No changes, built to match Myriad Network v3.5.17

v3.5.16

The Cart Group Range names are now passed to the Network Master

You are now prompted if you are sure you want to quit when closing Network Master

The following problems have been fixed:
·	Myriad Network Master would exit if two Slaves with the same GUID attempted to connect at the same time

v3.5.15

Important: Myriad Network Master v3 now uses it's own License Code - contact licenses@psquared.net before installing this version.

Additional GUID connection handling has been added to detect when a client re-connects after a previous connection is lost. Previously this would sometimes result in multiple connections being shown.

NetMaster now polls all splits every 5 seconds to check for healthy connectivity. A new icon on the left hand side shows if there are any problems with this poll.

The Diagnostics window now shows the last time the Split responded to a health query and also the time taken as well as if there are any outstanding health queries that it hasn't responded to.

When a split Dumps a Cart Group or an Advert Break, NetMaster now uses this as part of the decision to inform Myriad that the item has finished so the Log should carry on.

More information about the information sent to Myriad is logged in the Network Log


v3.5.14

Build to match Myriad Network v3.5.14 release

v3.5.12

Initial Release


